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Abstract—In component-based software engineering, existing components are often re-used in new applications. Correspondingly,
the response time of an entire component-based application can be predicted from the execution durations of individual component
services. These execution durations depend on the runtime behaviour of a component, which itself is influenced by three factors:
the execution platform, the usage profile, and the component wiring. To cover all relevant combinations of these influencing factors,
conventional prediction of response times requires repeated deployment and measurements of component services for all such combi-
nations, incurring a substantial effort. This paper presents a novel comprehensive approach for reverse engineering and performance
prediction of components. In it, genetic programming is utilised for reconstructing a behaviour model from monitoring data, runtime
bytecode counts and static bytecode analysis. The resulting behaviour model is parametrised over all three performance-influencing
factors, which are specified separately. This results in significantly fewer measurements: the behaviour model is reconstructed only
once per component service, and one application-independent bytecode benchmark run is sufficient to characterise an execution
platform. To predict the execution durations for a concrete platform, our approach combines the behaviour model with platform-specific
benchmarking results. We validate our approach by predicting the performance of a file sharing application.

Index Terms—Genetic search, genetic programming, reverse engineering, performance prediction, bytecode benchmarking.
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1 INTRODUCTION

DURING design and evolution of software systems,
functional and extra-functional requirements must

be fulfilled. While current object-oriented development
approaches provide a largely defined, systematic and
repeatable way to translate functional requirements into
an appropriate implementation, the systematic consid-
eration of extra-functional requirements is still a mat-
ter of research. In the following, we concentrate on
performance as an extra-functional requirement, while
in general extra-functional requirements can also be
concerned with reliability, security (to name a few) or
internal quality attributes such as maintainability.

Various systematic approaches for architecture-based
software performance prediction have been developed,
with Software Performance Engineering (SPE) by Smith
[34] being among the oldest. More modern approaches
reflect properties of software architectures by componen-
tisation according to a predefined component model (e.g.
[4], [36], [25]).

Such approaches share the idea that through the com-
positionality of components, the performance of a whole
system design can be predicted based on performance
models of single components, before actually investing ef-
forts in implementing, integrating, and deploying them.

The performance of component-based applications de-
pends on four factors [2]:

a) their assembly context, i.e. on the architecture of
the software system and the interconnection of the
components
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b) the runtime usage context of the application (e.g.
values of input parameters, number of users, etc.)

c) the deployment context, i.e. the execution platform
which comprises hardware (CPU, HDDs) and soft-
ware (operating system, virtual machine, etc.)

d) the implementation of the individual components
that comprise the software system

Predicting a performance metric for fixed values of
all four factors is not helpful for real-world software
systems. The following scenarios, common in software
engineering projects, can only be supported if these four
factors a)–d) are made explicit:

• Redeployment of applications on execution plat-
forms with different characteristics (e.g. to cope
with increased usage, changes in performance re-
quirements, or if more powerful execution platforms
become available). Thus, their deployment and usage
contexts are not fixed.

• Sizing of suitable execution platforms to fulfill
changed performance targets or service level agree-
ments for an existing software system, for example
due to changes in the usage context (i.e., number of
concurrent users, increased user activity, different
input)

• Reuse of a single component in another architecture
or architectural changes in an existing software
system (e.g. if it is connected to a faster nameserver)
imply changes in the assembly context of a compo-
nent.

Hence, for performance prediction of component-
based systems for changing scenarios, it is imperative to
individually quantify the impact of the four factors listed
above, i.e. consider them as explicit parameters. Con-
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sequently, for design-time prediction, both the system
architecture and the components must be represented as
parameterised models to help deriving architectural design
decisions (e.g. “what is the impact of introducing a
cache?”). However, for existing components or software
systems, such parameterised models are usually not
available.

Manual creation of performance models is impractical,
and therefore automated approaches for reverse engi-
neering of performance models have been developed.
Unfortunately, existing methods for reverse engineering
performance models are either monolithic and do not
separate the four factors [11] or require full source
code [23]. For design-time performance prediction, such
models must be created manually from existing artefacts,
such as execution traces, implementation of components
or system designs.

Also, existing performance prediction methods [4],
[34] do not explicitly consider all four factors, assuming
that they are (partially) fixed, or limit themselves to
real-time/embedded scenarios [7]. To make the influence
of these four factors on performance explicit (or even
quantifiable), existing approaches would need to re-
consider each relevant combination of these four factors,
because performance models and prediction methods
are not parameterised over each individual factor. It
is important to stress that although executable code
is available, for conventional approaches this requires
buying each potential execution environment and im-
plies effort for integrating and configuring applications
in each execution environment. If vi values of factor i
(i = 1..4) have to be considered, existing approaches
need to analyse

∏4
i=1 vi combinations.

In our approach, an application needs to be reverse en-
gineered only once. Using general benchmarking results
from the hardware vendor, our approach predicts the
performance of an application for the execution environ-
ment (without actually touching hardware or software).
The four factors can then be changed at the model level
to enable what-if-analyses.

In this paper, we present a novel integrated approach
that uses genetic search to reverse engineer parame-
terised behaviour models of existing black-box compo-
nents. Support for black-box components is important
because for many applications, no source code is avail-
able (e.g. for legacy components, or due to intellec-
tual property secrets). Our approach is based on static
and dynamic analysis and search-based approaches (ge-
netic programming) to create behaviour models from
monitored data. It is the first approach using genetic
search to reverse engineer behaviour models of software
components for the sake of model-based performance
prediction. Using bytecode benchmarking, our approach
can predict platform-specific performance metrics (such
as execution time) for all of the scenarios S.

The contribution of this paper is twofold: our first
contribution is a validated reverse engineering approach
combining static and dynamic analysis that uses genetic

programming on runtime monitoring data for creating
behaviour models of components. These models are
parameterised over usage, assembly and deployment
context and thus platform-independent, making them sen-
sitive to changing load situations, connected components
and the underlying hardware. The evaluation section
of this paper shows how genetic programming can be
applied for finding abstractions of control and data flow
and also for estimating resource consumptions of black-
box components for which only bytecode is available.

Our second contribution is the performance prediction
for these behaviour models. Platform-specific execution
durations are predicted on the basis of bytecode bench-
marking results, allowing performance prediction for
components and also entire component-based applica-
tions. Instead of re-benchmarking an entire application
for all relevant combinations of usage, assembly and
deployment contexts, it now suffices to specify concrete
parameter values for the reverse-engineered behaviour
models. We also describe our tools to automatically
obtain such parameter instances.

We validate our approach by reverse engineer-
ing a performance-oriented behaviour model for a
component-based file sharing application utilising
SPECjvm2008 compress. We then predict the perfor-
mance of this application on several platforms and for
several usage profiles. To the best of our knowledge, this
is the first validated bytecode-based performance pre-
diction approach which considers runtime performance
optimisations of the Java Virtual Machine.

The benefit of using our approach is seen in the
support of the above mentioned scenarios: redeploy-
ment, sizing, changes in the usage context and reuse of
software components.

The paper is structured as follows: in Section 2, we
describe related work. In Section 3, an overview of
our approach is given, concepts are explained, and its
implementation is described. Using a case study of a
file-sharing application, we evaluate our approach in
Section 4. The limitations and assumptions of the pre-
sented approach and its implementation are provided in
Section 5, before the paper concludes in Section 6.

2 RELATED WORK

In this paper, search-based software engineering [18] is
applied for reverse engineering of behavioural models.

Search-based approaches such as simulated anneal-
ing, genetic algorithms, and genetic programming have
been widely used in software engineering. Applications
of search-based techniques focus on problems like opti-
misation of testing, finding concept boundaries, project
planning and cost estimation, or quality assessment [18].

For reverse engineering purposes, search-based tech-
niques have predominantly been applied to the recovery
of system structures such as architectures [33] or for
clustering system dependency graphs [14]. These ap-
proaches require the full source code of systems under
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investigation as input, while our approach works on
bytecode, maintaining the black-box principle of soft-
ware components [35]. To the best of our knowledge,
search-based approaches have not been applied to re-
verse engineering of control and data flow abstractions
nor bytecode estimations.

Daikon by Ernst et al. [15] focuses on detection of
invariants from running programs, while our approach
aims at detecting parametric propagation and parametric
dependencies of runtime behaviour w.r.t. performance
abstractions. For invariant generation, Daikon uses a
mechanism comparable to random generation of indi-
viduals in SBSE.

Regression splines are used by Courtois et al. in
[11] to recognise input parameter dependencies in code.
Their iterative approach requires no source code analysis
and handles multiple dimensions of input, as does the
approach described by us. Yet, their fully automated ap-
proach assumes fixed external dependencies of software
modules and fixed hardware.

Trace-based approaches. Reverse engineering of per-
formance models using traces is performed by Hrischuk
et al. [20] in the scope of “Trace-Based Load Characterisa-
tion (TLC)”. In practice, such traces are difficult to obtain
and require costly graph transformation before use. The
target model of TLC is not component-based.

Using trace data to determine the “effective” architec-
ture of a software system is done by Israr et al. in [22]
using pattern matching. Similar to our approach, Israr
et al. support components and have no explicit control
flow, yet they do not support inter-component data flow.

Other Approaches. Zheng et al. [38] focus on run-
time monitoring and online prediction of performance
while our approach is suitable for design-time. Their
models are reverse engineered by the use of Kalman
filters. Thereby, they are not required to directly monitor
performance values of interest but can estimate them
based on known (and easily available) metrics such as
response time and resource utilisation.

Existing reverse engineering approaches for control
flow such as [8] require information on component in-
ternals – black-box components are not supported. For
our approach, bytecode is sufficient.

This paper also is related to bytecode-based perfor-
mance prediction. Performance prediction on the basis
of bytecode benchmarking has been proposed by several
researchers [19], [32], [37]. However, they consider only
interpreted execution of bytecode, which is prohibitively
slow and which has been superseded by runtime just-
in-time compilation (JIT) of bytecode to fast native code
inside the JVM. But apart from the work presented in this
paper, there exists no approach that can account for JIT-
induced performance impacts. Even for interpretation-
only bytecode execution, no validated results have been
published: validation has been attempted in [37], but it
was restricted to very few Java API methods, and the
non-method bytecode instructions were neither analysed
nor benchmarked. In [26], bytecode-based performance

prediction that explicitly distinguishes between method
invocations and other bytecode instructions has been
proposed.

Obtaining execution counts of bytecode instructions
has been addressed in commercial tools (e.g. in profilers,
such as Intel VTune [13]) as well as by researchers (e.g.
[5]).

Execution durations of individual bytecode instruc-
tions have been studied independently from perfor-
mance prediction in [29], however, its approach to in-
struction timing was applied only to a subset of the
Java instruction set, and has not been validated for
predicting the performance of a real application. In the
Java Resource Accounting Framework [6], performance
of all bytecodes is assumed to be equal and parame-
ters of individual instructions are ignored, which is not
realistic. Hu et al. derive worst-case execution time of
Java bytecode in [21], but their work is limited to real-
time JVMs. Cost analysis of bytecode-based programs is
presented in [1], but neither bytecode benchmarks nor
actual realistic performance values can be obtained, since
the performance is assumed to be equal for all bytecode
instructions.

This paper goes beyond a former version [27] by
using the SPECjvm2008 compress component in the case
study, explicitly handling method calls in bytecode, use
of static bytecode analysis to improve genetic search,
introduction of a new mutation operator for forcing
abstraction, utilisation of Multivariate Adaptive Regres-
sion Splines, support of long-running executions, and
increased automation.

3 REVERSE ENGINEERING AND PERFOR-
MANCE PREDICTION

Our approach (see Fig. 1) consists of two parts, separated
in Fig. 1 by the dashed line: part A (upper, light shade)
reverse engineers behavioural performance models for
components through bytecode analysis and genetic pro-
gramming. These models are platform-independent be-
cause they do not contain platform-specific timing val-
ues. Such platform-specific timing values are produced
by part B (lower, darker), which uses bytecode bench-
marking to evaluate the performance of an execution
environment. Results of A and B are then fed into
the prediction, which results in execution durations of a
component-based application for a certain execution en-
vironment without actually implementing or integrating
components. Here, what-if scenarios at the model level
can be investigated.

In Step j1 of Part A , the considered component
is executed in a testbed (e.g. derived from running
representative applications) and executed bytecode in-
structions and method invocations are counted. In j2
, inputs and outputs of the considered component are
monitored at the interface level. j1 and j2 can be
executed independently of each other.
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Fig. 1. Overview on the approach

Genetic search (genetic programming) in j3 is used
to

(i) estimate parametric dependencies between input
data and the number of executions for each byte-
code instruction,

(ii) find control flow dependencies between provided
and required services depending on input data,
which is important as depending on input data
other components might be called or the number
of calls can vary (for example the number of loops
another component is called in), and

(iii) to find abstractions of the data flow, which is also
important for components since the output of one
service will be the input of another one.j4 uses results from genetic search in j3 and con-

structs a behavioural component model which is pa-
rameterised over usage context (input data), external
services and also over the execution platform. Such a
model includes how input data is populated through an
architecture, a specification how often external services
are called with which parameters, and how an execution
platform is utilised. We go into details of the model later.

Part A of our approach is executed once per
component-based application and also works for compo-
nents and for component-based applications, for which
only bytecode and no source code may be available.

In j5 (part B ), bytecode instructions are bench-
marked on the target execution platform to gain timing
values for individual bytecode instructions (e.g. “IADD
takes 2.3 ns”). These timing values are specific for a
certain target platform. The benchmarking step is com-
pletely independent of the previous steps of our ap-
proach. Hence, benchmarking needs to be executed only
once per execution platform for which the performance
prediction is to be made.

The results of part A and part B are inputs for
the performance prediction j6 , which combines perfor-
mance model and execution platform performance mea-
sures to predict the actual (platform-specific) execution
duration of an application executed on that platform.

The separation of application performance model (the
behavioural model) and execution platform performance
model allows estimating the performance of an applica-
tion on an execution platform without actually deploy-
ing the application on that platform, which means that
in practice, one can
• avoid costly setup and configuration of a complex

software application,

32x  IADD
425x ISTORE
734x ILOAD
943x IMUL
45x  IINC
53x  ...

0100001100001110101
0101011011110000011
1101100100010111001
0010001001100000010
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Monitoring
Data

2

2

1

Fig. 2. Data extraction from executed black-box com-
ponents; (1) bytecode instrumentation and execution, (2)
monitoring)

• avoid implementing glue code for integrating com-
ponents just for evaluating the performance of a
architectural design option, and

• avoid buying expensive hardware (given a hard-
ware vendor providing benchmarking results).

3.1 Counting of Bytecode Instructions and Method
Invocations

To obtain runtime counts of executed bytecode instruc-
tions (cf. Fig. 1, j1 ), we use the BYCOUNTER tool, which
is described in detail in [28] and works by instrumenting
the bytecode of an executable component. We count
all bytecode instructions individually, and also count
method invocations in bytecode, such as calls to API
methods.

The instrumentation with the required counting infras-
tructure is transparent, i.e. the functional properties of the
application are not affected by counting and all method
signatures and class structures are preserved. Also, in-
strumentation runs fully automated, and the source code
of the application is not needed. Code obfuscation is not
an issue for the instrumentation, as any obfuscated byte-
code must conform to the Java bytecode specification.
BYCOUNTER can handle any valid bytecode.

At runtime, the inserted counting infrastructure runs
in parallel with the execution of the actual compo-
nent business logic, and does not interfere with it.
The instrumentation-caused counting overhead of BY-
COUNTER is acceptable (at most 250%, see [28]) and
is comparable to the overhead of conventional Java
profilers. As said before, the instruction timings (i.e.
execution durations of individual instruction types) are
not provided by the counting step, but by bytecode
benchmarking in j5 .

The counting results (cf. Fig. 2, j1 ) are counts for each
bytecode instruction and found method signature. They
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are specific for the given usage context. The counting is
repeated with different usage contexts of the considered
component service, but on the same (reference) execution
platform. Counting results are saved individually for
each usage context and later serve as data on which
genetic search is run (cf. Fig. 1, j3 ).

3.2 Data Gathering from Running Code
To capture control and data flow between provided and
required services of a component, we monitor at the level
of component interfaces (cf. Fig. 1, j2 ). Therefore, we
gather runtime information about component behaviour
by executing the component in a testbed or executing
the entire application (cf. Fig. 2, j2 ).

Representative monitoring data is obtained by exe-
cuting the monitored component services with a set
of representative inputs. Monitored data then serves as
the input for the genetic search (Fig. 1, j3 ) to learn
parametric dependencies in control and data flow (i.e.
which required services of a component are executed
for which input data and the number of their executions;
which input data at the provided interfaces is forwarded
or transformed to which required interfaces). Since our
approach does not capture any timing information dur-
ing monitoring, general approaches for generating test
cases covering the input space of methods (e.g. [10])
are suitable for generating representative inputs (recent
overview in [30]).

For each service of a component interface, our tool
monitors every call (provided and required). The tool
captures the input parameters of each component service
call and the properties of the data that is returned by that
service call.

Heuristics that depend on data types allow the tool to
capture relevant data properties. Monitored data prop-
erties are:
• for primitive types (i.e. int, float etc.): their actual

values
• for all one-dimensional arrays (e.g. int[],
String[]), Collection, or Map): the array
size, i.e. the number their elements

• for one-dimensional arrays of primitive type (e.g.
int[]), also aggregated data, such as number of
occurrences of values in an array (e.g. the number
of ‘0’s and ‘1’s in an int[])

• for a multi-dimensional array (e.g. String[][]):
its size, plus results of individual recording of each
included array (as described above)

For each provided service, we additionally monitor
which required services are called by it, how often they
are called, and which parameters are used. This data
is used for reverse engineering the component-internal
control flow.

It must be pointed out that for the approach, data is
collected at the component level. For large components,
thousands of line of code can be covered resulting in
only a single measuring point: only component-external

communication is covered. Thus, the granularity of com-
ponents is suited to steer the amount of data collected,
since for larger components larger portions of code
perform only component-internal communication.

Uniquely, in our approach, there is a one-time collec-
tion of pure counts (and no timing information) for the
application considered. Timing values are calculated in a
second step. Hence, the accuracy of the approach is not
influenced by monitoring overhead at all. The size of
monitored data immediately results from the monitored
data: for each measuring point the data itself (e.g. 2 Bytes
for a double value), an ID of the measurement position,
and a measurement number is stored.

The described data monitoring and recording heuris-
tics can be applied to component interfaces in an au-
tomated way without a-priori knowledge about their
semantics, and without inspecting the internals of com-
ponents. Heuristics for capturing data properties can
be easily extended. Monitoring complex or self-defined
types (e.g. objects, structs) requires domain expert
knowledge to identify important properties of these data
types. Generic data types are used very often, and our
approach can handle these cases automatically.

Capturing the full data passed through an interface
would result in bad monitoring performance (imagine
for example service that exchange large video files)
without having extra information available for genetic
search. For example, the full content of a video file
would seldomly result in insights on a compression
ratio or length cut. Instead, abstracted and aggregated data
properties (such as the file size) are important inputs for
genetic search.

3.3 Genetic Search in the Context of Reverse Engi-
neering
Recognition of parametric dependencies in the reverse
engineering phase A of our approach utilises genetic
search for estimating the bytecode counts parameterised
over input data. Additionally, genetic search is used for
recovering functional dependencies in control and data
flow in the monitored data. If for example a component
service computes the hash of some data, our genetic
search is used to discover
• Bytecode counts estimation: which bytecode instruc-

tions are executed how often during the execution
of the hashing algorithm depending on the input
data

• Control flow: that a required external service is
called to save the hashed files if it they are uncom-
pressed

• Data flow: the hash values are passed to other com-
ponent services (which implies that the performance
of those services depends on the type and size of
computed hash) only with compressed size.

For this paper, we decided to use genetic programming
as genetic search technique. Approaches like linear re-
gression, regression splines [11], or support vector ma-
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chines (SVM, [12]) could be applied as well, but they do
not handle non-continuous functions well and produce
approximations that do not lend themselves easily to hu-
man understanding. Non-continuous functions are quite
common in applications, e.g. the discontinuity caused by
branching constructs (if-then-else, case statements, and
the like).

Due to the black-box setting considered in this paper,
information on the internal control and data flow of
components is not available. Genetic programming is
designed to find solutions for a given programming task,
which in our case is represented by monitoring data
and bytecode counts. Thus, internal dependencies which
originate from programming code, must be guessed from
data captured for black-box components.

Genetic programming was invented to form program-
ming code (for example it uses an abstract syntax
tree for data representation; see below) which makes
it perfectly applicable for approximating components’
control and data flow. To restrict prediction complex-
ity, performance models require abstractions of the real
components behaviour, and genetic programming al-
lows finding such abstractions. Monitoring data that
is disturbed by component-internal effects (leading to
contradictory data) also does not cause trouble as genetic
programming is robust against disturbed input data [24,
pp. 569].

We use the Java Genetic Algorithm Package JGAP [31]
which supports genetic programming as genetic search
implementation. A general introduction for genetic pro-
gramming, a special case of genetic algorithms, can be
found in [24].

Selection of genes, mutation, and crossover
For our approach, we combine genes representing ma-
thematical functions to express more complex dependen-
cies. For every gathered input data point (e.g. size of
an input array, or value of a primitive type), a gene
representing that parameter in the resulting model is
introduced. We used a selection of JGAP out-of-the-box
genes for mathematical operations: power, multiplica-
tion, addition, sine, exponential function, and constants.
Additionally, we added support for inequations, if-then,
and if-then-else genes to support non-continuous beha-
viour (e.g. jumps caused by “if-then-else” in code).

To increase convergence speed, we introduced special
constants genes that have a predefined set of possible
values or ranges of values (either integer or float). For
example, float values in between 0.0 and 1.0 can be used
instead of the full float range. Integer sets like 10, 100,
10000, ... can be used to scale up values and then can
be refined by mutations. Our findings show that the
convergence speed and precision of results of genetic
programming can be heavily increased through an an-
tecedent static code analysis that searches for constants in
code. If those constants – which are found in bytecode
– are used in genes for genetic search, the time needed
for search decreases and more optimal solutions can be

found easier. Code obfuscation could replace constants
with summands of constants. Generally, this affects the
convergence speed but not the precision of results.

Our approach uses Multivariate Adaptive Regression
Splines (MARS) by Friedman [16], a high-quality [16,
pp. 68] regression technique from statistics which auto-
matically models non-linear behaviour, to create a non-
random initial generation. Results from MARS are there-
fore translated to an individual of the initial generation.
Since such individuals comprise of regular genes, they
are subject to mutation and crossover and can be fur-
ther refined. Results of genetic programming are never
worse than MARS results and also convergence speed
increases.

Genetic programming uses all available genes to build
a tree structure which represents a mathematical ex-
pression. Mutation is applied to constants genes, while
crossover operates on subtrees of individuals. Genetic
programming selects appropriate input values and re-
jecting others, not relevant for the functional depen-
dency. This is especially important for estimating control
and data flow as the potential input space is relatively
large due to multiple data characteristics monitored,
of which not all need to be important. An additional
special mutation operating on whole individuals forces
variable selection. The mutation removes single variables
(dimensions) from individuals and thus contributes to
the abstraction of expressions.

Fitness function and break condition
Fitness of individuals is judged according to two basic
criteria: prediction error and complexity of the found
expression. The prediction error (mean squared error,
MSE) is given by the deviation between monitored
values (data/bytecode counts) and values predicted by
the mathematical expression found by genetic search.
To avoid an impact of large measured numbers on
the fitness, the error is normalised over the median of
measured values. Then, an MSE of the median value
results in an error of 1.0. Complexity should be be
as low as possible so that an increased abstraction
level of the overall expression is forced, expressions
remain understandable for humans if possible, and
prediction overhead is low. For computing expression
complexity, we consider the depth of the tree of genes,
the length of resulting mathematical expression (number
of genes), and the number of dimensions (i.e. variables
representing input parameters) involved. If a certain
threshold is passed (2 dimensions, a depth of 6, 6
genes), the fitness of individuals is reduced for the
degree excessing the threshold. The prediction error
has a heavier weight (15x) than complexity to prefer
good prediction results over low complexity: Error :=
15 ∗MSE − Normalised(prediction,monitoringdata) +
DepthOfTree(6) + LengthOfExpression(6) +
NumberOfDimensions(2), where the number in
brackets specifies the threshold. Reduced complexity
is needed for two reasons: complex expressions result
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in time-consuming predictions and simple expressions
are easier for humans to read, which is necessary for
performance optimisations of models in later stages.

The Generalized Cross Validation (GCV, [17]) is a
commonly used smoothing parameter selection method
in nonparametric regression, reflecting similar ideas like
our fitness function. It also addresses complexity and
overcomes the limitations of error measures like least
square error which take only the error into account. As
it is a general error measure, it does not include domain
knowledge on the complexity.

As the break condition for evolution of genes, our
approach uses a simple rule: either when the prediction
error is zero (optimal solution) or when a fixed number
of generations has been evaluated (default values are
1500 generations and 200 individuals per generation).
Users are asked to have a look at the best solution found
after a certain number of generations and can decide
to extend the search time, so that more generations are
evaluated. For control and data flow, optimal solutions
have been found in the majority of cases that we have
studied in the past; for bytecode counts a (good) ap-
proximation is typically the best that can be achieved,
due to the complexity of bytecode implementations of
components and services.

3.3.1 Learning Counts of Bytecode Instructions and
Method Invocations
Genetic programming tries to find the best estimation
of functions of bytecode counts over input data. If for
example an algorithm uses less ILOAD instructions for a
1 KB input file than for a 100 KB file, the dependency
between input file size and the number of ILOAD in-
structions would be learned.

Our approach applies genetic programming for each
used bytecode instruction. For bytecode instructions and
method invocation counts, learning such functions pro-
duces more helpful results than mere average counts,
because dependencies between input data and execution
counts can be expressed even in non-linear cases.

A simple example of the resulting estimation
for the ILOAD instruction is IF (filesize >
1024) THEN (filesize · 1.4 + 300) ELSE (24000).
Here, up to a certain file size (1024 KB) a constant
number of bytecode instructions is used, otherwise
a linear function specifies the number of executed
bytecode instructions.

3.3.2 Learning Functional Dependencies between Pro-
vided and Required Services: Data and Control Flow
Genetic programming is also applied for discovering
functional dependencies between input and output data
monitored at the component interface level. Informal
examples of such dependencies are “a required service
is executed for every element of an input array”, “a
required service is only executed if a certain threshold
is passed” (data dependent control flow), or “the size of
files passed to a required component service is 0.7 times

«Internal Algorithm»
Resource Usage: Bytecodes
IADD:   10 x input1 + 30 
ISTORE: IF(input2 < 100)
          30 ELSE 125
IINC:   0.0013 * input1
...

«External Call»
int add(int a, int b)
a = input1 * 2
b = IF(input2 > 1) THEN 100
   ELSE input1^input2 * 0.3
return = ...

«External Call»
byte[ ] store(byte[ ] file)
file = input1^1024
return = ...

«Number of Loops»
IF(input2*3 > 10)
  THEN 20
  ELSE input2

int add(int a, int b)

byte[ ] store(byte[ ] file)

void doSth(
          int input1,
          int input2)

Fig. 3. Behavioural model of the provided service void
doSth(int input1, int input2)

the size of an input file” (data flow). Data and control
flow can depend on input parameters of the provided
service but also on return data of required services –
both variants are supported.

3.4 Parameterised Model of Component Behaviour

Our approach utilises the Palladio Component Model1

[3] in performance prediction. It is an ECORE meta-
model referred to as “Parameterised Behavioural Com-
ponent Model” in Fig. 1. The meta-model offers a repre-
sentation for the static structure elements (software com-
ponents, composition and wiring; not described here)
and a behavioural model for each provided service of
a component (an example is shown in Fig. 3).

A component service’s behaviour model consists of
internal algorithms (i.e. algorithms realised within a com-
ponent) and external calls (calls to services of other
components). For internal algorithms (top most box in
Fig. 3), the reverse-engineered formulas from the genetic
search step estimate for each bytecode instruction how
often an instruction is executed, depending on com-
ponent service’s input parameters. In the behavioural
model, parameterised counts that form these annotations
are platform-independent and do not contain platform-
specific timing values.

For external calls (e.g. add and store in Fig. 3), the
model includes:

• Parametric data flow descriptions: Dependencies
between component service input and external call
parameters, with one formula per input parameter
of an external call (e.g. a = input1 * 2 in Fig. 3).

• Data-flow dependent control flow descriptions:
The number of calls to each required (external) ser-
vice is annotated using parameterisation over input
data (cf. “Number of loops” grey box in Fig. 3).

1. see http://www.palladio-approach.net
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3.5 Benchmarking Java Bytecode Instructions and
Method Invocations

For performance prediction, platform-specific timings of
all bytecode instructions and all executed API methods
must be obtained, since the reverse engineered model
from part A in Fig. 1 only contains their (estimated)
counts. As timings for bytecode instructions and API
methods are not provided by the execution platform
and no appropriate approach exists to obtain them (cf.
Section 2), we have implemented our own benchmark
suite.

We illustrate our approach by first considering the
example of the Java bytecode instruction ALOAD. This
instruction loads an object reference onto the stack of
the Java Virtual Machine (JVM). To measure the duration
of ALOAD, a naive approach would insert one ALOAD
between two timer calls and compute the difference of
their results. However, writing such a microbenchmark
in Java source code is not possible, since there is no source
code-level construct which is compiled exactly to ALOAD.

Furthermore, the resolution of the most precise Java
API timer (System.nano Time()) of about 280 ns is
more than two orders of magnitude larger than the
duration of ALOAD (as shown by our microbenchmarks
results). Hence, bytecode microbenchmarks must be con-
structed through bytecode engineering (rather than source
code writing) and must consider the timer resolution.

Using bytecode engineering toolkits like ASM [9], we
could construct microbenchmarks that execute a large
number of ALOAD instructions between two timer calls.
However, to fulfill the bytecode correctness requirements
which are enforced by the JVM bytecode verifier, atten-
tion must be paid to pre- and postconditions. Specifically,
ALOAD loads a reference from a register and puts it on the
Java stack. However, at the end of the method execution,
the stack must be empty again. The microbenchmark
must take care of such stack cleanup and stack prepara-
tion explicitly.

In reality, creating pre- and postconditions for the
entire Java bytecode instruction set is difficult. Often,
“helper” instructions for pre-/postconditions must be
inserted between the two timer calls. In such a case,
“helper” instructions are measured together with the
actually benchmarked instructions. Thus, separate addi-
tional “helper” mircobenchmarks must be created to be
able to subtract the duration of “helper” instructions
from the results of the actual microbenchmarks. Making
sure all such dependencies are met and resolved is a
challenging task.

Due to space restrictions, we cannot go into further
detail for describing the design and the implementation
of our microbenchmarks. In fact, we have encapsulated
the benchmarking into a toolchain that can be used
without adaptation on any JVM. End users are not
required to understand the toolchain unless they want to
modify or extend it. Selected results of microbenchmarks
for instructions and methods will be presented in Section

PalladioFileShare

LargeFileStorage

SmallFileStorage

BusinessLogic

Compression

Hashing

ExistingFilesDB

CopyrightedFilesDB

SPECjvm2008 or 
Lempel-Zip-Welch 
implementation

Fig. 4. Component Architecture of PALLADIOFILESHARE

4 in the context of a case study which evaluates our
approach and thus also the microbenchmarking results.

3.6 Performance Predictionj6 performs an elementwise multiplication of all N
relevant instruction/method counts ci from j4 with the
corresponding benchmark results (execution durations)
ti from j5 . The multiplication results are summed
up to produce a prediction P for execution duration:
P :=

∑N
i=0 ci · ti. The parametrisation over input can

be carried over from ci to the performance prediction
result P , for example by computing that an algorithm
implementation runs in (n·5000+m·3500) ns, depending
on n and m which characterise the input to the algorithm
implementation.

4 EVALUATION

We evaluated our approach in a case study on the
PALLADIOFILESHARE system, which is comparable to
file sharing services such as RapidShare, where users
upload a number of files to share them with other users.
In PALLADIOFILESHARE uploaded files are checked for
copyright issues. Storing duplicate files is avoided by an
additional check. For our case study, we consider the up-
load scenario and how PALLADIOFILESHARE processes
the uploaded files.

The static architecture of PALLADIOFILESHARE is de-
picted in Figure 4. The component that is subject of the
evaluation is PALLADIOFILESHARE (the composite com-
ponent shaded in grey), which provides the file sharing
service interface and itself requires two external storage
services (LARGEFILESTORAGE is optimized for handling
large files and SMALLFILESTORAGE is for handling small
files).

The PALLADIOFILESHARE component is composed
from five sub-components. The BUSINESSLOGIC controls
file uploads by triggering services of sub-components.
COMPRESSION allows compression of uploaded files,
while HASHING produces hashes for uploaded files.
EXISTINGFILEDB is a database of all available files
of the system; COPYRIGHTEDFILESDB holds a list of
copyrighted files that are excluded from file sharing.
COMPRESSION can be chosen between two versions: the
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SPECjvm2008 and a Lempel-Zip-Welch (LZW) imple-
mentation – we will later compare the predictions for
both.

Fig. 5 shows the data dependent control flow of the
BUSINESSLOGIC component which is executed for each
uploaded file. First, based on a flag derived from each
uploaded file, it is checked whether the file is already
compressed (e.g. a JPEG file). An uncompressed file is
processed by the COMPRESSION component.

Afterwards, it is checked whether the file has been
uploaded before (using EXISTINGFILEDB and the hash
calculated for the compressed file), since only new files
are to be stored in PALLADIOFILESHARE. Then, for files
not uploaded before, it is checked whether they are
copyrighted using COPYRIGHTEDFILESDB. Finally, non-
copyrighted files are stored, either by LARGEFILESTOR-
AGE for large files (if the file size is larger than a certain
threshold) or SMALLFILESTORAGE otherwise.

4.1 Genetic Search for Recognition of Parametric
Dependencies
In the case study, we monitored the behaviour of the
BUSINESSLOGIC component in 19 test runs, each with
different input data (number of uploaded files, charac-
terisation of files (text or compressed), and file sizes)
on a reference platform. The test runs were designed
to cover the application input space as far as possible.
For evaluating genetic search success, we compared
manually reverse engineered parametric dependencies
(humans having a look into the original source code)
with those from genetic search. In the rest of this section,
we show some interesting excerpts from the complete
results.

As the names of input parameters are used here-
after, we use the signature of the file sharing ser-
vice, void uploadFiles(byte[][] inputFiles,
int[] file Types). In the signature, inputFiles
contains the byte arrays of multiple files for up-
load and fileTypes is an array indicating the corre-
sponding types of files represented by constants, e.g.
FileType.COMPRESSED or FileTypes.TEXT (i.e., un-
compressed).

4.1.1 Data dependent control flow: Use of Compression
component for multiple files
The BusinessLogic sub-component compresses non-
compressed files only. Thus, the number of calls of the
Compress component depends on the number of un-
compressed files (FileType.TEXT) uploaded. Through
genetic programming the correct solution for the number
of calls of the COMPRESSION component was found:

inputF iles.length−
fileTypes.COUNT (FileType.COMPRESSED)

where SUM is aggregated data from the monitoring step
specifying the number of uncompressed files. The re-
verse engineered dependency exactly fits the expected

one. The search time was less than one second, meaning
that the fitness function indicated an optimal solution be-
ing found after that time, leading genetic programming
to terminate.

4.1.2 When to use LargeFileStorage or SmallFileStor-
age
A set of eleven different input files (different file types,
different file sizes) was used as test data for answering
this question. To have a unique control flow trace, moni-
toring data from uploads with just one file is analysed for
such questions regarding path selections in the control
flow.

Genetic programming found an optimal solution for
describing the control flow: if the input file size is larger
than 200,000 (bytes), a file with the same size like the file
passed to the HASHING component is passed to Large-
FileStorage, else nothing is stored with LARGEFILESTOR-
AGE. For SMALLFILESTORAGE an opposite dependency
was found. The genetic programming run took less than
five seconds to obtain this result.

For LARGEFILESTORAGE the following expression re-
sulted:

if(hashingInputF iles.length > 200, 000){..}

where hashingInputFiles is the size of an in-
dividual uploaded file passed to HASHING. In this
case genetic programming selected the correct input
variable (hashingInputFiles instead of for exam-
ple inputFiles, or one of the other measuring data
points).

Through static bytecode analysis, a gene representing
the constant ‘200,000’ (and others extracted from the
bytecode) was available to genetic programming. This
resulted in faster convergence and increased precision
compared to genetic programming without a previous
static bytecode analysis. Thus, the use of static bytecode
analysis can yield better results with less monitored data.

For cases where static bytecode analysis was not per-
formed, the constant ‘200,000’ was not always identified
correctly, due to the limited number of input files. No
files with 199,999 and 200,000 bytes of size where part
of the input data. Yet, the recovered function did not
contradict the monitoring data, so that genetic program-
ming could not detect an error. Adding additional files
would have overcome this issue also for cases without
static bytecode analysis.

In an additional run of genetic programming, we used
monitoring data that was disturbed to test robustness of
the approach. Here, not every write lead to a call of a
storage component because the file already existed in
the database (one out of eleven calls did not lead to a
write). Such effects depending on component state are
visible at the interface level only as statistical noise that
cannot be explained based on interface monitoring data.
The optimal solution could still be found, but it required
nearly 20 seconds (in average) to find the solution. In this
case the confidence in the correctness (evaluated by the
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File in DB? No

File in DB? Yes

Copyrighted? Yes

Copyrighted? No
compressedFile.length <= 
SIZE_OF_LARGE_FILES

compressedFile.length > 
SIZE_OF_LARGE_FILES

Compress file

fileType==FileType.TEXT

fileType==FileType.COMPRESSED

Get file hash

Check copyright

Inform the user

Accept file

Reject file

Store large file

Store small file

call for another component

Fig. 5. Activity of BusinessLogic for each file per request (depicted here for readers convenience only; not seen by
the tooling)

“fitness function”) of the result decreased as not every
single date measured could also be exactly predicted.
The average behavioural impact of uploads where no
storage takes place can be captured by computing the
long-term probability of such uploads independently of
the uploaded files.

4.1.3 SingleFileAnalysis – Size of files passed to the
Compress component.

The size of single files passed to the compression service
was learned in another run of genetic programming. The
input consisted of a series of eleven input files again. The
dependency recovered was:

inputF iles[x].length · fileTypes[x]

where inputFiles[x].length is the size of an in-
dividual uploaded file and fileTypes[x] the inte-
ger encoded type of a file, where 0 represented non-
compressed files. Within a search time of less than one
second the optimal solution could always be found.

4.1.4 Estimation of the compression ratio

In addition to applying the approach for the BUSINESS-
LOGIC component, we used it for estimating the com-
pression ratio of the COMPRESSION component. BUSI-
NESSLOGIC itself relies on the compression ratio of this
component, as the size of non-compressed input files
that are passed to the storage components is larger
than the ones being compressed by COMPRESSION be-
forehand. The compression ratio of a COMPRESSION
algorithm strongly depends on the data characteristics
(e.g. entropy, used encoding) – no optimal solution exists
to describe the compression ratio. Therefore, genetic pro-
gramming produced a large variety of approximations
of the compression ratio. A good approximation found
after 30 seconds had the following form (here for the
LZW implementation):

0.9 ·0.5 ·(X3−(0.9 ·0.5 ·(X3−(0.9 ·(0.9 ·0.5 ·X3) ·1.0))))

where X3 is the size of the file input for the COM-
PRESSION component, which was found (by the genetic
programming) to be significant; for SPECjvm2008 com-
parable results were produced.

4.1.5 Learning of Bytecode Instruction Counts
For the COMPRESSION component, bytecode counts were
estimated as functions of counts on input data. As the
behaviour of the data compression algorithm strongly
depends on inner characteristics of the compressed data
(and not only on its size and type), a fully precise (no
error) learned function cannot be expected in the general
case. Optimal solutions were found only for a few byte-
code counts. Bytecode count approximations created by
genetic programming still are good estimators. In 98%
of the cases, the count approximations found by genetic
programming outperform MARS approximations. The
high quality of performance predictions (less than 30%
error; see below) also indicate good approximations
since the count approximations are used in the perfor-
mance prediction.

An optimal solution was for example found in less
than 1 second for the bytecode instruction ICONST_M1
(here SPEC compress):

X1 + X1 + 3.0

where X1 is the monitored size of each input file.
For a more complex case such as the bytecode IALOAD

(here SPEC compress) after evolving 700 generations the
following approximation was found:

20 ·X1 + 5 ·X2 + 30285.9 + IF (X2 > 0.9) {
4 ·X2 + 13 ·X1 + 160000.6+
IF (X1 > 0.9) {X1} ELSE {X2 + 2 ·X1}

} ELSE {100000.6040835}

where X1 is the monitored size of each input file and X2
a flag showing whether the input file was already com-
pressed (X2=1 ) or not (X2=0 ). It can be seen that the esti-
mation of bytecode counts for non-trivial components in
general is non-linear, which requires expression power
beyond multi linear functions for estimating counts.

The complexity of these functions will be hidden from
the user in the performance prediction toolchain.

4.1.6 Findings
Manual specification of dependencies tends to be error-
prone since dependencies can cover multiple classes for
which data and control flow must be tracked. In the
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investigated example, all dependencies (eleven in total)
identified by manual reverse engineering by a human
were also found by our automated genetic search-based
approach. Hence, we consider our approach and genetic
programming to be well applicable for reverse engi-
neering of parameterisations from business components
comparable to BUSINESSLOGIC. Additionally, bytecode
counts were estimated in a way that predictions based
on it result in little error (see Chapter 4.3 for more details
on overall prediction results).

The automation of our approach leads to less effort for
reverse engineering and makes it much faster: compared
to manual reverse engineering, which took more than
24 hours (cf. case study in [23]), running the reverse
engineering tools of our approach takes only about 40
minutes, incl. the manual setup.

4.2 Benchmarking of Bytecode Instructions and
Method Invocations

We have benchmarked bytecode instructions and meth-
ods (as described in Section 3.5) on two significantly
different execution platforms to make performance pre-
diction for the redeployment scenario (cf. Section 1). The
first platform (“P1”) featured a single-core Intel Pentium
M 1.5 GHz CPU, 1 GB of main memory, Windows XP
and Sun JDK 1.5.0 15. The second platform (“P2”) was
an Intel T2400 CPU (two cores at 1.83 GHz each), 1.5 GB
of main memory and Windows XP Pro with Sun JDK
1.6.0 06.

All microbenchmarks have been repeated systemat-
ically and the median measurement has been taken
for each microbenchmark. Fig. 6 is an excerpt of the
results of our microbenchmarking on P1 and P2. It lists
execution durations of nine bytecode instructions among
those with highest runtime counts for the compression
service.

Due to the lack of space, full results of our microbench-
marks cannot be presented here, but even from this
small subset of results, it can be seen that individual
results differ by a factor of three (ARRAYLENGTH and
ICONST_0). Computationally expensive instructions like
NEWARRAY have performance results that depend on the
passed parameters (e.g. size of the array to allocate), and
our benchmarking results have shown that the duration
of such instructions can be several orders of magnitude
larger than that of simpler instructions like ICONST_0.

The most important observation we made when run-
ning the microbenchmarks was that the JVM did not
apply just-in-time compilation (JIT) during microbench-
mark execution, despite the fact that JIT was enabled
in the JVM. Hence, prediction on the basis of such
benchmarking must account for the “speedup” effect of
JIT optimisations that are applied during the execution
of “normal” applications.

Some steps in Fig. 5 (such as “Get file hash”) make
heavy use of methods provided by the Java API. To
benchmark such API calls and to investigate whether

their execution durations have parametric dependencies
on method input parameters, we have manually created
and run microbenchmarks that vary the size of the
hashed files, algorithm type etc. Due to aforementioned
space limitations, we cannot describe the results of API
microbenchmarks here. To simplify working with the
Java API, we are currently working towards automating
the benchmarking of Java API methods.

4.3 Performance Prediction

After counting and benchmarking have been performed,
our approach predicts the execution durations of the
activities in Fig. 5. From these individual execution
durations, response time of the entire service will be pre-
dicted. These prediction results are platform-specific be-
cause underlying bytecode timings are platform-specific.
It must be pointed out that for business information
systems with non real-time hardware and software en-
vironments, one is usually not interested in the worst-
case execution time but in average values (opposed to
embedded systems). Imagine the worst case execution
time in a Windows environment which might be several
minutes, while that execution time rather unlikely in
practice.

For explaining the performance prediction, we use
the LZW COMPRESS implementation. First, for source
platform P1, we predict the duration of compressing a
text file (randomly chosen) with a size of 25 KB and
compress on the basis of bytecode microbenchmarks,
yielding 1605 ms. Then, we measure the duration of com-
pressing that file on P1 (124 ms) and calculate the ratio
R := bytecode−based prediction

measurement . R is a constant, algorithm-
specific, multiplicative factor which quantifies the JIT
speedup and also runtime effects, i.e. effects that are
not captured by microbenchmarks (e.g. reuse of memory
by the compression algorithm). R’s value on P1 for the
compression algorithm was 12.9.

Hence, R serves to calibrate our prediction. In our case
study, R proved to be algorithm-specific, but platform-
independent and also valid for any input to the con-
sidered algorithm. Using R obtained on platform P1,
we have predicted the compression of the same 25 KB
text file for its relocation to platform P2: 113 ms were
predicted, and 121 ms were measured (note that to
obtain the prediction, the compression algorithm was
neither measured nor executed on P2!). We then used
the same calibration factor R for predicting the duration
of compressing 9 additional, different files on platform
P2 (these files varied in contents, size and achievable
compression rate). For each of these 9 files, the prediction
accuracy was within 10% (except one outlier which was
still predicted with 30% accuracy).

This shows that the calibration factor R is input-
agnostic. Also, R can be easily obtained in the presented
relocation scenario because an instance of the application
is already running on the “source” execution platform
P1 (note that the prediction of performance on P1 is
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Sheet2
ALOAD ARRAYLENGTH ANEWARRAY BALOAD ICONST_0 IF_ICMPLT IINC ILOAD ISTORE

P1 3,81 1,70 200,93 1,63 1,63 2,45 3,00 2,18 4,29 SDQ X41
P2 4,09 1,90 226,16 1,63 1,63 3,00 3,54 2,18 5,45 MK Lenovo

Page 1

Fig. 6. Excerpt of microbenchmark results for platforms P1 and P2: instruction durations [ns]

Hashing:
36 KB File

SPEC Compress:
25 KB Text

SPEC Compress:
37 KB JPEG

Predicted: 1.71 ms
Measured: 1.69 ms

Predicted: 1.86 ms
Measured: 1.40 ms

Predicted: 2.40 ms
Measured: 2.42 ms

Total Upload Process:
25 KB Text (LZW)

Predicted: 115 ms

Measured: 123 ms

Fig. 7. Selected prediction results

only needed for relocation, as the real performance
on P1 is available by measuring the already deployed
application).

The performance of the hashing action in Fig. 5 was
predicted by benchmarking the underlying Java API
calls, whereby a linear parametric dependency on the
size of input data was discovered. The JIT was carried
out by the JVM during benchmarking of these API calls,
which means that R does not need to express the JIT
speedup. For example, hashing 36747 bytes of data on P2
was predicted to 1.71 ms while 1.69 ms were measured
(cf. Fig. 7), i.e. with < 2% error. Similar accuracy for
predicting hashing duration is obtained for other file
sizes and types.

The total upload process using LZW COMPRESS for
the above 25 KB text file on P2 was predicted to take 115
ms, and 123 ms were measured. Upload of a 37 KB JPEG
(i.e. already compressed) file took 1.82 ms, while 1.79 ms
were predicted. For all files used in the case study, the
prediction of the entire upload process for one file had
an average deviation of < 15%.

When using the SPEC compress component, the av-
erage prediction error was less than 30%; which also
holds for the total upload process. For example for the
37 KB JPEG from Fig. 7 the measurement was 2.42 ms
and the prediction 2.40 ms; for the 25 KB text file 1.40
ms were measured and 1.86 ms predicted. A possible
explanation for the worse results with SPEC compress is
the intensive use of memory which was not present in
LZW COMPRESS implementation.

Ultimately, our bytecode-based prediction method can
deal with all four factors discussed in Sec. 1: execution
platform (as demonstrated by relocation from P1 to P2),
runtime usage context (as demonstrated by the prediction
for different input files), architecture of the software
system (as we predict for individual component services
and not a monolithic application), and the implementation
of the components (as our predictions are based on the
bytecode implementation of components). From these

results, we have concluded that a mix of upload files can
be predicted if it is processed sequentially. However, for
capturing effects such as multithreaded execution, fur-
ther research is needed to study performance behaviour
of concurrent requests w.r.t. bytecode execution.

4.4 Discussion
SPECjvm2008 compress, which is part of our evaluation,
is an representative benchmark developed by and in
cooperation with industry which intentionally covers a
broad range of industrial requirements. BUSINESSLOGIC
of the file sharing application comprises of typical busi-
ness information system code with limited complexity.
SPEC compress has challenging algorithmic complexity.
Hence, we conclude that external validity of the case
study is present as long as the applications under study
are comparable to either the algorithmic complex or
workflow intensive part (BUSINESSLOGIC) of our case
study. This applies to a broad range of other real world
applications.

In the genetic search step, heavily disturbed results
(i.e. those having causes not visible at the interface-
level) lead to a decreased convergence speed and a lower
probability of finding a good solution. Through the
usage of MARS results never drop below the precision of
that statistical approach. Genetic programming is robust
against limited input values. When for example using
only 15 out of 33 input files for the COMPRESSION
component, bytecode count estimations were off less
than 15% compared to the estimations based on the full
input. Only 8 input files were sufficient for correctly
reverse engineering the control flow of BUSINESSLOGIC.
The only requirement is that the properties of these input
files cover the input parameter space (binary and text
files of varying size, presence in the copyright database).

Our approach can be completely automated, such that
the behavioural models can be reverse engineered from
code without user interaction, given that test cases and
a test bed are available. The benchmarking step can run
autonomously. For the prediction step, users can use
graphical editors to specify which scenarios they like to
investigate. This makes the approach applicable also for
software architects which have little experience with the
approach.

5 LIMITATIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS

For the monitoring step, we assume that representative
input parameter values can be provided, for example
by a test driver. This workload has to be representative
for both current and planned input parameter space of
the component. For running systems, this data can be
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obtained using runtime monitoring. Since our approach
does not capture any timing information during the
monitoring step, basically every approach capable of
generating test cases covering the input parameter space
of methods is suitable (overview in [30]). Our approach
requires no special “performance test cases”. Otherwise,
a domain expert selects or specifies the scenarios and
corresponding workloads.

To predict performance on a new (or previously
unknown) execution platform, our approach does not
need to run the application there, but must run the
microbenchmark suite on the new platform. Hence, we
assume that either this is possible for the predicting
party, or that the microbenchmark results are provided
by a third party (for example, by the execution platform
vendor).

One of the current limitations of our approach is that
it is not fully automated. The parts A and B in
Fig. 1 are not integrated for an automated performance
prediction.

For the monitoring step, we assume that all input and
output data is composed from primitive types or general
collection types like List for which our heuristics iden-
tifying important characteristics can be applied. In more
elaborate cases, a domain expert can specify important
data characteristics manually to improve the monitoring
data base.

Our current approach focuses on business informa-
tion systems but could also be extended to embedded
systems. For embedded systems, enhancements of the
prediction step would be required to support real time
systems. Currently, our approach supports only compo-
nents for which Java bytecode is available. Generally it
can be easily extended to any application based on a
intermediate language (e.g. Microsoft Intermediate Lan-
guage).

6 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have presented a reverse engineering
approach that combines genetic search, static and dy-
namic analysis with benchmarking to predict the per-
formance of applications. By explicitly separating the
platform-independent parametric performance model of
components from the performance of execution plat-
forms, the approach enables prediction for changing exe-
cution platforms, different usage contexts, and changing
assembly contexts.

The advantage of separating the performance model
from platform-specific benchmarking is that the perfor-
mance model must be created only once for a component-
based application, but can be used for predicting perfor-
mance for any execution platform by using platform-
specific benchmark results. The approach requires no a-
priori knowledge on the components under investiga-
tion.

In the described approach, dynamic analysis is used
for monitoring data at component interface level and to

count executed bytecode instructions and method calls
at runtime. Static analysis is used to find constants in
component bytecode. Results from static and dynamic
analysis, are then fed into genetic programming to re-
verse engineer the platform-independent parametric per-
formance model. Genetic programming identifies data
flow and control flow parameterised over input data.
Here, we point out how genetic programming can be ap-
plied for reverse engineering of parametric performance
models. Next, bytecode instructions and methods are
benchmarked to obtain their performance values for a
certain platform.

We successfully evaluated the integrated reverse en-
gineering and performance prediction approach using a
case study for the Java implementation of a file-sharing
application which includes the SPECjvm2008 compress
component. The evaluation shows that the approach
yields accurate prediction results for (i) different exe-
cution platforms and (ii) different usage contexts. In
fact, the accuracy of predicting the execution duration of
the entire upload process after redeployment to a new
execution platform lies within 30% for all considered
usage contexts (i.e. uploaded files), assembly contexts
(i.e. SPECjvm2008 compress vs. LZW COMPRESS), and
deployment context (P1 vs. P2). The average accuracy is
therefore very good.

For our future work, we plan to automate the entire
approach and to merge bytecode counting with data
monitoring and recording. The manual execution of the
approach took about five hours for the case study.
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